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ABSTRACT

public keys pk1 , . . . , pkn and has access to encryptions of key
dependent messages f (sk1 , . . . , skn ) for adaptively selected
functions f ∈ F.
Originally motivated by the fact that in some systems,
keys encrypt other keys (by design or by misuse of protocols), recent research has revealed sdditional important
motivation for studying KDM security. On the theoretical side, KDM security can be used to “reconcile” the two
fundamental views of security, indistinguishability-based security and Dolev-Yao security [1, 11, 3, 7]. This notion also
Categories and Subject Descriptors
has surprising connections with other fundamental notions:
C.2.0 [COMPUTER-COMMUNICATION NETWORKS cryptographic agility [2], obfuscation [18], and encryption
with weakly random keys [18]. On the practical side, KDM
]: General—Security and protection; K.4.4 [COMPUTERS
security is crucial for designing some recent cryptographic
AND SOCIETY]: Electronic Commerce—Security; D.4.6
protocols. For instance, this notion is used in an anonymous
[Software]: OPERATING SYSTEMS—Security and Procredential system [17], where a KDM secure encryption is
tection
used to discourage delegation of credentials. Another example is fully homomorphic encryption, where KDM security
General Terms
is used to achieve the full unbounded construction of [20].
Security, Cryptography, Encryption
KDM security is also used in the applied case of arguing the
security of disk encryption utilities [12] where the disc encryption key may end up being stored in the page ﬁles and
Keywords
thus is encrypted along with the disc content.
Key Dependent Message Security, KDM, Circular Encryption, Survey
An encryption scheme is Key Dependent Message (KDM)
secure if it is secure even against an attacker who has access
to encryptions of messages which depend on the secret key.
Recent studies have revealed that this strong security notion
is important both theoretically and practically. In this paper we review the deﬁnition, and survey recent results and
applications of KDM security.

2. HISTORY OF KDM SECURITY

1.

INTRODUCTION

In this section we brieﬂy overview the history of the KDM
security deﬁnitions and results. We provide more details (in
particular, regarding the technical aspects of these works)
in later sections.

The design of public key systems that are secure against
attackers which are given a class of functons, and are allowed to request ciphertexts that are each a chosen function
(from the given class) of the system’s secret keys is a very
active area of research. The initial schemes designed in this
area were called “circular” [17] and allowed encryption of a
secret key or a linear function of a secret key. Later on, more
general functions were considered and the security of these
schemes was called Key Dependent Message (KDM) security [11]. In particular, we say that a public-key encryption
(PKE) scheme is KDM[F] secure (where F is a class of functions), if it is secure even against an adversary who is given

2.1 Prehistory of KDM Security
Cryptographers traditionally thought of this kind of “selfencryption” as a dangerous abuse of an encryption scheme.
For instance, the seminal work of Goldwasser and Micali [22]
already observed that semantic security may not hold if an
adversary gets to see an encryption of the secret key.
Another example of a group who considered self-encryption
as abuse are the members of the IEEE P1619 standard group
[31, 32]. When this group was developing a standard for sector level encryption, they discussed an attack on the tweakable cipher of [29] using self-encryption, and argued whether
this self-encryption is a real problem or just a theoretical
possibility. They then found that the implementation of
disk encryption in Windows VistaTM stored this kind of selfencryption on the disk in some situations. Consequently,
they switched to a diﬀerent scheme based on [37]. Note
that, after that event, self-encryptions of tweakable cipher
was extensively studied in [26].
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2.2 Proposing the KDM Security Notion

2.4 Other Works

Positive aspects of self-encryption were ﬁrst studied by
Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [17] and independently by Black,
Rogaway, and Shrimpton [11]. In [17] it was realized that
self-encryption could be used to discourage delegation of
credentials in the setting of anonymous credential systems.
They then formalized the security of self-encryption, called
this security notion circular security, and proposed circular
secure encryption based on the random oracle model.
On the other hand, the authors of [11] studied self-encryption
in a diﬀerent context. Their motivation came from the
progress in studies of the Dolev-Yao model [19], which is a
formal (symbolic) model of security of encryptions. In this
area, Abadi and Rogaway [1] showed that formally equivalent formulae in the Dolev-Yao model give rise to computationally indistinguishable ciphertexts, if there is no “encryption cycle” (some general types of self-encryption) in the
formulae. The authors of [11] studied self-encryption in order to overcome this restriction and formalized the security
of self-encryption as KDM security, which is a more general
notion than the circular security. They also proposed KDM
secure encryption w.r.t. all functions based on the random
oracle model. Later, Adão, Bana, Herzog, and Scedrov [3]
proved formally that the above restriction could be removed
if an encryption is KDM secure.

Next we mention a number of KDM related investigations. Backes, Dürmuth, and Unruh [6] showed that the
well-known OAEP encryption is KDM secure. Halevi and
Krawczyk [26] generalized the notion of KDM to pseudorandom functions and studied its KDM security. Camenisch,
Chandran and Shoup [16] proposed the ﬁrst KDM and CCA2
secure PKE in the standard model. Green and Hohenberger
[23] gave an example of PKE which satisﬁes the indistinguishability but does not satisfy 2-circular security.
The connection between the adaptive Dolev-Yao model
and generalized versions of KDM security were studied by
Backes, Pﬁtzmann, Scedrov [7]. Finally, surprising connections between KDM security and the notions of agility and
obfuscation are shown by Acar, Belenkiy, and Bellare, and
Cash [2] and Canetti, Kalai, Varia, and Wichs [18], respectively.

2.3 The Seminal Work of Boneh, Halevi, Hamburg, Ostrovsky and Recent Studies

3.1 Definition

3. KDM SECURITY
Next, we deﬁne the notion of KDM security, give example
of function classes, and discuss a security proof methodology. The reader is assumed to be familiar with basic traditional deﬁnitions of public-key encryption schemes and of
cryptographic attacks on such systems (i.e., chosen plaintext
(CPA) and chosen ciphertext (CCA) attacks).
For a public key encryption scheme PKE = (Kg, Enc, Dec)
a security parameter κ, and a natural number n, let
−
→ −
→
−
→
(pk, sk) ← Kgn (1κ )

The most important problem, at the time, was constructing a KDM secure public key encryption without relying
on the random oracle idealization. Hofheinz and Unruh
[28] partially solved this problem. Later, Boneh, Halevi,
Hamburg, and Ostrovsky ﬁnally succeeded and proposed the
ﬁrst feasible KDM secure scheme in the standard model in
their seminal paper [12]. They achieve KDM secure scheme
w.r.t. aﬃne functions, which is quite ineﬃcient.
After this breakthrough, two main lines of research have
emerged. The ﬁrst is the theoretical direction: we want to
know the largest function ensembles F such that there exists
a feasible KDM secure scheme w.r.t. F. The second direction considers the more practical side: we want to construct
an eﬃcient KDM secure scheme w.r.t. a reasonably large F.
In the ﬁrst direction, Brakerski, Goldwasser, and Kalai
[15] succeeded in proposing an encryption scheme which is
KDM secure beyond aﬃne functions. Then later, Barak,
Haitner, Hofheinz, and Ishai [8] succeeded in constructing
KDM secure scheme w.r.t. all bounded size circuits. On the
other hand, an impossibility result of Haitner and Holenstein [25] (which is improved by [8]) showed that there is
no black-box construction of KDM secure scheme w.r.t. all
(unbounded size) circuits.
In the second direction, constructions that do not encrypt
messages bit by bit were considered, but rather do it blockwise. Applebaum, Cash, Peikert, and Sahai [5] proposed an
eﬃcient KDM secure scheme w.r.t. aﬃne functions based on
lattices. Recently, Malkin, Teranishi, and Yung [30] proposed a KDM secure scheme w.r.t. quite larger function set
than the aﬃne function set (i.e. a rational function over
Straight Line Programs). The scheme is block-wise and the
resulting ciphertext is a function of the function degree and
not that of the computational program size.

denote the algorithm which executes Kg n times and outputs
the n-tuples of public keys and secret keys. Let pki and ski
−
→
→
−
denote the i-th element of pk and sk, respectively.
For the secret key space SkSp and message space MeSp of
PKE, let
F (n) ⊂ {f : SkSpn → MeSp},

(n)
F = ∪∞
.
n=1 F

For ATK ∈ {CPA, CCA}, a natural number n, a bit b, and
an adversary A, consider the following game:
(b)
−
→
−
→ −
→
Output b .
(pk, sk) ← Kgn (1κ ), b ← AOEnc ,DATK (pk),
Above, A is allowed to make polynomial number of queries
to oracles:
(b)

(b)

• If (i, f ) ∈ [n] × F (n) is sent to OEnc , OEnc (i, f ) answers
the following C. Below, 0 be some ﬁxed element of
MeSp.
(
→
−
Enc(pki , f ( sk)) if b = 1
C←
Enc(pki , 0)
Otherwise.
• If (i, C) ∈ [n] × {0, 1}∗ is sent to DATK , DCPA always sends back ⊥. On the other hand, DCCA sends
back Dec(ski , C), as long as C was not an output of
(b)
OEnc (i, f ) for some f .
We say that PKE is KDM(n) [F]-ATK secure (or KDM(n) ATK secure with respect to F) if the following advantage is
negligible for any polynomial time adversary A.
˛
˛
Adv.KDMA [F, n] = ˛Pr[b = 1 | b = 1] − Pr[b = 1 | b = 0]˛ .
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{Enc(ski , ski+1 mod n )}i is indistinguishable from
{Enc(ski , 0)}i .

We say that PKE is KDM[F]-ATK secure if it is KDM(n) [F]ATK secure for any n. In this survey, we simply call KDM
security KDM-CPA security.
The following proposition is simple to verify:
Proposition 1 (KDM-ATK ⇒ IND-ATK). KDM[F]ATK security imply indistinguishability against ATK if F
→
−
contains all constant functions {fM : sk → M }M on MeSp.

Projections. Projection security [4] refers to KDM security
w.r.t.
PRJ = F0 ∪ F1 ,
where
→
−
F0 = {fi,j : sk → (the j-th bit of ski )}i,j
→
−
F1 = {fi,j : sk → 1-(the j-th bit of ski )}i,j .

3.2 Stronger Definitions
KDM Security for Adaptive Public Key Generations: A stronger deﬁnition of KDM security can be considered, where an adversary can get new public keys adaptively
by making a query to the challenger.
Some known schemes (e.g. [14]), however, may not satisfy
this stronger security notion. This is because they require
the maximum n to be ﬁxed before key generation and KDM
security is be proved only when n is less than the predetermined maximum.

Linear and Aﬃne. If the message space is a linear space
over Zp , we can deﬁne
X
aj fj | aj ∈ Zp , fj ∈ F},
Lin(F) = {
j

Aﬀ(F) = {c +

KDM Security with Corruptions: Backes, Pﬁtzmann,
and Scedrov [7] and Backes, Dürmuth, and Unruh [6] studied
stronger variants of KDM security where an adversary can
obtain some secret keys adaptively by “corrupting users”.
This kind of “KDM security with corruption” is required to
study Dolev-Yao model, as we will see in Section 5.1.
Deﬁning this notion is not easy because an adversary may
get unexpected secret keys other than queried one. E.g. if
she knows Enc(pk1 , sk2 ), she can get sk2 also by making
reveal query for the secret key sk1 corresponding to pk1 .
The authors of [7] therefore imposed the following restriction on reveal queries: An adversary can make reveal queries
for ski only when she has not made encryption query under
key pki .
However, the authors of [6] then found that the security
deﬁnition of [7] cannot be used to prove some useful examples of protocols. They therefore gave another deﬁnition of
“KDM security with corruption” where the restriction on reveal queries is weaker than that of [7], and then they showed
that the well-known OAEP encryption scheme [10] satisﬁes
their security notion.

X

aj fj | c, aj ∈ Zp , fj ∈ F}.

j

for a function ensemble F.
(Bounded Degree) Quotient Straight-Line Program.
A function f (X1 , . . . , Xn ) is called SLP computable over ZK
if it can be computed from constants of ZK and variables
Xk by applying +, −, and · a polynomial number of times.
Clearly, SLP computable function is a polynomial over ZK
but it may have superpolynomial number of terms[30].
A function f is called QSLP computable (stands for Quotient SLP) if we also consider division it satisﬁes the same
deﬁnition as above, except division is allowed as well, and
we consider a ratio (division) of two SLP computable functions [13]. We require that a QSLP is well-deﬁned in the
sense that all denominator of divisions have inverses.
The following ensembles [30] can be deﬁned:
SLP poly [K] = {f | deg f ≤ poly(κ), f is SLP computable}
)
( ˛
˛
˛ deg f ≤ poly(κ),
QSLP poly [K] = f ˛
˛ f is well-deﬁned QSLP computable

3.3 Examples of KDM function ensembles

Recall that κ above is the security parameter.

Constants. The trivial example of KDM function ensemble
F is the set of all constant functions
→
−
{fM : sk → M }M

(Bounded) Boolean Circuits [8]. The largest ensemble
for which it is feasible to achieve KDM security, is that of
bounded Boolean circuits.
( ˛
)
˛
˛ ∃C : circuit with size(C) ≤ poly(κ),
Cpoly = f ˛
˛ f is computable by C.

on MeSp. KDM security w.r.t. this ensemble is clearly equivalent to indistinguishability (namely semantic security).

3.4 Important Factors

Clique and Circular. A simple non trivial example is the
set of all selector functions
→
−
CLQ = {Pj : sk → skj }j .

The following factors are important when one constructs
a KDM secure scheme:

KDM security w.r.t. this ensemble is called clique security
[12]. This security notion against CPA attacks is clearly
equivalent to the following statement:

• The function ensemble F.

{Enc(skj , ski )}i,j is indistinguishable from {Enc(skj , 0)}i,j .

• Idealized random oracle model or not.

Circular security has two meanings: the original deﬁnition
in [17] is equivalent to clique security, but it sometimes refers
to a weaker security notion (Strictly Circular Security):

• Eﬃciency.

• Security: CPA or CCA.

• Flexibility of parameters.
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About eﬃciency, public key encryption schemes are considered eﬃcient (in some general sense) if they encrypt messages as entire blocks (and not ”bit by bit”). Hence, being
block-wise encryption or bit-wise encryption scheme is an
important factor, for approaching practicality. Many known
schemes [12, 16, 8, 15, 14] are bit-wise encryption, although
some known schemes are more eﬃcient block-wise ones [5,
30].
“Flexibility of parameters” means whether one can select
parameters such as the number of users ﬂexibly. This factor is also an important parameter for assessing eﬃciency
and practicality. In [30] three types of ﬂexibility levels were
identiﬁed (based on when a parameter is chosen):, “KeyGen
bounded,”“Enc bounded,” and “Unbounded.”
“KeyGen bounded” means that one has to ﬁx the maximums of these parameters before the key generation, KDM
security holds only when the parameters are less than these
maxima, and eﬃciency of the scheme depends on these maxima.
“Enc bounded” means that we do not have to ﬁx such
maxima, and KDM security hold for all values of parameters, but eﬃciency of the scheme (the size of the ciphertext)
depends on the values of parameters (given at encryption
time).
“Unbounded” is the same as “Enc bounded” except that
eﬃciency of the scheme is independent of the values of parameters.

is the security parameter. Note that all schemes except for
[16] are KDM-CPA secure, and [16] is KDM-CCA2 secure.
Only two schemes [5, 30] are eﬃcient block-wise schemes.
Only one scheme [8] provides KDM security against the most
general class of all bounded size circuits.
In Fig.2, the “Flexibility of Parameters” category is the
one explained in Section 3.4. F of [5] is the set of functions
→
−
f ( sk) which outputs some blocks of sk. In the row of [8]
(resp. [30]) the “size”  represents the number of gates in a
circuit (resp. the number of {+, −, ·, /} in a QSLP) which
→
−
computes a function f ( sk). The value N of [30] is an RSA
modulus and s is a constant.

4.2 Scheme in the Random Oracle Model
Schemes in the random oracle (idealized and unrealizable)
model are relatively easy due to availability of truly random
strings.
Black, Rogaway, and Shrimpton [11] showed that the following simple encryption scheme of Bellare and Rogaway
[9] is the KDM-CPA secure with respect to the set of all
functions.
Enc(pk, M ) = (φpk (R), H(R) ⊕ M ).
Above, φpk is a trapdoor one-way permutation, R is a random, and H is a random oracle. A secret key sk of this
scheme is the trapdoor of φpk .
The proof of KDM security is straight forward. The output H(R) of the random oracle is a truly random string,
and therefore hides M perfectly, even if M depends on the
secret key. This means that a ciphertext is indistinguishable
from random and the KDM security of the scheme therefore
holds.
Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [17] also gave another example of KDM secure scheme in the random oracle model which
details we omit.

3.5 How to Prove KDM Security
Malkin, Teranishi, and Yung [30] gave a general framework for proving KDM security, called triple mode proof
framework, by abstracting the proof techniques of known
schemes [12, 5, 14]. Speciﬁcally, a triple mode proof framework is the notion which enables us to overcome the following inherent dilemma.
Dilemma for Proving KDM Security. A simulator in
the proof should produce the view of an adversary without
knowing the secret keys, because the secrecy of the secret
keys should be used in the proof as the intractable problem.
However the simulator has to know the secret keys because it
has to compute (an encryption of) the value f (sk1 , . . . , skn ).

4.3 The [12] scheme w.r.t. Affine Functions
In their seminal work [12] Boneh, Halevi, Hamburg, and
Ostrovsky proposed the ﬁrst KDM secure scheme in the
standard model. Let G be a group of prime order p and
g be a ﬁxed generator of G. Their scheme is as follows.

Solution. The triple mode proof framework is the mechanism that overcomes the above dilemma by using two simulators for the security proof, where the ﬁrst one knows the
secret key but the second one does not.
These two simulators are used to show the indistinguishability of standard ciphertext, faked ciphertext, hiding ciphertext. (See Fig.1.) The standard ciphertext is the same as
the ciphertext of the scheme. On the other hand, the faked
ciphertext can be computed by using query (i, f ) of an adversary but without using the secret keys. The hiding ciphertext can be computed by using neither a query nor the
secret keys.
Since a hiding ciphertext does not depend on the query of
an adversary, the indistinguishability of a standard ciphertext and a hiding one clearly implies the KDM security.

4.

$

• Key Generation. Let  = 3 log2 p. g1 , . . . , g ← G,
$

s ← (s1 , . . . , s ) ← {0, 1} , h ← g1 s1 · · · g s . Output
the following pk and sk:
pk := ((gj )j∈[] , h),

sk := (g sj )j∈[] .
$

• Encryption of M ∈ G. Choose r ← Zp and output
the ciphertext
((gj r )j∈[] , M hr )
• Decryption of (c1 , . . . , c , d) ∈ G+1 . Compute (s1 , . . . , s )
from sk = (g s1 , . . . , g s ). (One can do it in polynomial
time because si ∈ {0, 1}.) Output

KNOWN SCHEMES

M ← d · c1 s1 · · · c s .

4.1 Comparisons

Theorem 1 ([12]). The above scheme is KDM secure
with respect to Aﬀ(PRJ ) for any n under the DDH assumption.

Fig.2, taken from [30], shows a comparison among the
known schemes in the regular (non idealized) model. Here κ
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Dependency of Ciphertexts
Ciphertext
Faked Ciphertext
Hiding Ciphertext

sk
Yes.
No.
No.

(i, f )
Yes.
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} Sim. knows sk.
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Figure 1: Triple Mode Simulatable Encryption[30]
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-
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-

Enc

Unbounded

Enc

Unbounded
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-ption
DDH
LDDH
DDH
LWE
QR
DCR
DDH
LWE
LWE
DCR

Figure 2: Comparison of Known Results [30]

where p is a prime, A and B are some matrix over Zp2 , r is
a random value, and e is some randomly selected “error”.
Their scheme is similar to ElGamal encryption in some
sense: In fact, if we remove e and p, a ciphertext becomes

Idea Behind the Proof. A starting point of the proof is
showing that the ElGamal encryption is KDM secure w.r.t.
function f (s) = (g a )s . Here a ∈ Zp is some constant. We
can divert the idea for proving it into the proof of the KDM
security of the scheme [12], because the scheme [12] coincides
with ElGamal if we let  = 1, take si not from {0, 1} but
Zp , and ﬁnally set the secret key not to (g sj )j∈[] but to
s = log g h, where (g, h) is a public key.
KDM security of ElGamal w.r.t. f (s) = (g a )s is shown as
follows. A ciphertext C = (g r , M hr ) for a key dependent
message M = (g a )s can be re-written as follows, by setting
t = r + a:
r

a s

s r

r

C = (g , (g ) (g ) ) = (g , g

s(a+r)

) = (g

−a t

st

g , g ) = (g

−a t

C = (Ar, Br + M ),
which is an “additive version” of ElGamal. The KDM security of ElGamal was given above in Section 4.3, and the
security proof of the current scheme indeed resembles that
proof.

4.5 Scheme w.r.t. Bounded Boolean Circuits
t

g , h ).

The above discussion shows that a ciphertext C is (statistically) indistinguishable from a “faked ciphertext”(g −a g t , ht ),
which is computable from a public key (g, h), the random
value t, and a, without using the secret key s!
The DDH assumption implies that (g t , ht ) is indistinguishable from random pair of group elements. In other words, a
faked ciphertext (g −a g t , ht ) is indistinguishable from a “hiding ciphertext” (random,random).
The above discussion shows that a ciphertext C is indistinguishable from a the hiding ciphertext, which is independent from the function f (s) = (g a )s queried by an adversary.
This means that the KDM security holds.
We can prove KDM security of [12] based on the above
idea, although it is much harder involving linear algebra
arguments.

4.4 A Lattice based Scheme

• If one knows Kx , one can compute the value h(x) from
GC(h, K).

Applebaum et.al. [5] constructed a KDM secure scheme
using the Learning With Errors (LWE) assumption [35],
which is a lattice based assumption. Their public key and
an encryption of a message M is as follows:
pk = (A, B),

Barak, Haitner, Hofheinz, and Ishai [8] constructed a KDM
secure scheme w.r.t. the set of bounded Boolean circuits.
The starting point of their scheme is fully homomorphic
encryption [20]. A fully homomorphic encryption is an encryption scheme such that Enc(pk, f (M )) can be computed
from Enc(pk, M ) for any polynomial size circuit f .
If a fully homomorphic encryption also satisﬁes the property Enc(pk, sk)  Enc(pk, random), it is immediately KDM
secure for all functions because the fully homomorphic property, the above property, and the semantic security of Enc
imply Enc(pk, f (sk))  Enc(pk, f (random))  Enc(pk, 0).
However, there is no known scheme that satisﬁes all of
the above properties. The authors of [8] therefore replace
the fully homomorphic encryption of the above scheme with
Yao’s garbled circuits. Informally, a garbled circuit GC(h, K)
is a polynomial time computable function which takes a
bounded Boolean circuit h and a “key”K = (Ki,j )i∈{0,1},j∈[m] .
For a bit string x = x1 || · · · ||xm , let Kx be (Kxj ,j )i∈{0,1},j∈[m] .
Then the garbled circuit satisﬁes the following properties:

• Even if one knows Kx , GC(h, K) and GC(h , K) are
indistinguishable for every h and h satisfying h(x) =
h (x).

C = (Ar, Br + M p + e) mod p2 ,
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• If one does not know K, GC(h, K) and GC(h , K) are
indistinguishable for every h and h .

The KDM[F] security and the CCA security of C follows from those of EncKDM (pk, M ) and EncCCA (pk, M ). The
scheme of [16] is therefore KDM[F]-CCA secure.
Camenisch et.al. [16] also gave the concrete scheme, more
secure than the generic one, where ΠKDM is (a LDDH based
variant of) [12], ΠCCA is [38, 27], and NIZK is Groth-Sahai
proof system [24].

A public key pk and an encryption C = Enc(pk, M ) of
a message M in [8] are as follows. Bellow, TEnc(i,j) is an
encryption satisfying some special property which we will
explain later, pki,j is a public key for TEnc(i,j) , and hM is a
circuit which always outputs M .

4.7 KDM(1) Secure Scheme w.r.t. Lin((φj )j∈[m] )

pk = (pki,j )i,j
Enc(pk, M ) = ((TEnc

(i,j)

Brakerski, Goldwasser, and Kalai [15] proposed a KDM(1)
secure scheme w.r.t. Lin((φj )j∈[m] ), where φ1 , . . . , φm are
polynomial time computable functions SkSp → MeSp fixed
in advances. (Here KDM(1) security means that KDM security for a single key. See Section 3.1 for the deﬁnition of
this.)
Their scheme is constructed by modifying the scheme of
[12]: Their key generation selects secret key sk ← s ←

(pki,j , Ki,j ))i,j , GC(hM , K)).

To decrypt the above ciphertext, K is recovered from the
ﬁrst part of the ciphertext using the secret keys, and then
hM (0) is computed from GC(hM , K) and K. Since hM always outputs M , the recovered message hM (0) is equal to
M.
Enc(i,j) is an encryption function of a target encryption
scheme [8]. Informally, a target encryption scheme (TKg,
(TEnc(i,j) )i,j , TDec) is a tuple of polynomial time algorithms
satisfying the following properties, where (pk, sk) is a key
pair generated by TKg(1κ ), ski is the i-th bit of sk, and ski
is 1 − ski .

$

(s1 , . . . , sk ) ← {0, 1}k randomly and sets
sk+i ← φi (s1 , . . . , sk ), for i ∈ [m],

s̄ ← (s1 , . . . , s ),

where k is some parameter and  = k + m. The other parts
of the scheme are the same as those of [12] except that one
uses s̄ instead of s when generating pk and decrypting a
ciphertext.
Speciﬁcally, their scheme is as follows (bellow, k and m
are parameters).

• TDec(sk, TEnc(i,ski ) (pk, M )) = M holds for any M
and i.
• TEnc(i,ski ) (pk, M ) and TEnc(i,ski ) (pk, M  ) have statistically indistinguishable distributions for any M, M 
and i.

$

• Key Generation. Let  ← k + m. g1 , . . . , g ← G,
$
s ← (s1 , . . . , sk ) ← {0, 1}k , sk+i ← φi (s1 , . . . , sk ) for i ∈
s1
[m], h ← g1 · · · g s . Output the following pk and sk:

• (pk, TEnc(i,j) (pk, M )) and (pk, TEnc(i,j) (pk, M  )) have
computationally indistinguishable distributions for any
M, M  and i.

pk := ((gj )j∈[] , h),

The authors of [8] showed that target encryptions can be
constructed based on DDH and LWE assumptions. Hence
KDM secure scheme w.r.t. bounded size circuits can be constructed based on a DDH or LWE assumption (and the existence of garbled circuits). We note that, obviously, the
resulting ciphertext in the scheme is a very large function of
the circuit size.

sk := (g sj )j∈[] .
$

• Encryption of M ∈ G. Choose r ← Zp and output
the ciphertext
((gj r )j∈[] , M hr )
• Decryption of (c1 , . . . , c , d) ∈ G+1 . Compute (s1 , . . . , s )
from sk = (g s1 , . . . , g s ). (One can do it in polynomial
time because si ∈ {0, 1}.) Output

4.6 CCA and KDM secure scheme

M ← d · c1 s1 · · · c s .

Camenisch, Chandran, and Shoup [16] gave a general method
to construct KDM-CCA secure scheme based on Naor-Yung
dual encryption technique [33]. Speciﬁcally, they construct
their scheme based on a KDM[F]-CPA secure encryption
ΠKDM = (KgKDM , EncKDM , DecKDM ), IND-CCA2 secure encryption ΠCCA = (KgCCA , EncCCA , DecCCA ), and a NIZK (NonInteractive Zero-knowledge Proof). The details of their scheme
are as follows.

For suitable choice of k, their scheme become KDM secure
under the DDH assumption.
They also showed that their scheme became KDM secure
w.r.t. the set of polynomials of bits of secret keys with degree
≤ d, by setting φi = s1 ε1 · · · sk εk for i = ε1 || · · · ||εk and
ε1 + · · · + εk ≤ d.
They also gave a suﬃcient condition characterizing when
their technique is applicable to a scheme, and use it to apply
their technique to the scheme of [5], resulting in a scheme
based on the LWE assumption.

• Key Generation. Generate key pairs (pk1 , sk1 ) and
(pk2 , sk2 ) of ΠKDM and ΠCCA . Generate a CRS σ for
NIZK. Output PK = (pk1 , pk2 , σ) and SK = sk1 .

4.8 KDM Secure Schemes w.r.t. Affine Functions based on QR and DCR Assumptions.

• Encryption of M . Compute and output the following C.

Brakerski and Goldwasser [14] proposed a general framework of assumptions (implying the QR and the DCR assumptions as special cases) and proposed a KDM secure
scheme w.r.t. the set Aﬀ(PRJ ) of aﬃne functions based on
assumptions contained in this framework.
Their scheme itself is similar to that of [12], that is

C = (EncKDM (pk, M ), EncCCA (pk, M ), pf).
Here pf is a NIZK which proves that the ﬁrst two components of C encrypt the same messages.
• Decryption of C. Parse C as (C1 , C2 , pf). If pf is
invalid, output ⊥. Otherwise, recover message from
C1 using SK.

sk = (s1 , . . . , s ), pk = ((gj )j∈[] , h),
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where h = g1 s1 · · · g s

depend on the secret key, but only as a degree d − 1 polynomial f  (x). Hence, recursive encryption of [30] enables us
to reduce the degree to 1.
The authors of [30] also gave a KDM secure scheme w.r.t.
QSLP which is a quotient of SLP’s computable polynomial
f with degree ≤ d modulo N . Intuitively, the scheme has
two ciphertexts where the ﬁrst and the second ciphertexts
correspond to the numerator and the denominator of the
Quotient SLP, respectively (which are encryptions of nonzero representing SLP’s).

Encpk (M ) = ((gj r )j∈[] , T M hr ) mod N,
where M ∈ {0, 1} is a message, and T is −1 or 1 + N if the
assumption is QR or DCR, respectively. They also showed
that their scheme is leakage resilient and auxiliary input
resilient.
The security proof of their scheme, in turn, is based on a
new proof technique. If we use the term of triple mode proof
framework of [30], their proof technique can be described as
follows: they prove the computational indistinguishability
of
P
the ciphertext of the message M = b + j aj sj and a “faked
ciphertext” ((T aj gj r )j∈[] , T b hr ) based on the secrecy of the
random value r.

5. APPLICATIONS
5.1 Dolev-Yao Model

4.9 Scheme w.r.t. Bounded Degree SLP and
QSLP

The Dolev-Yao model [19] is the security model of an “ideal
world” which is deﬁned by a formal symbolic logic. Intuitively, this model treats an ideal encryption {M }K of a bit
string M , wher one can decrypt it only if he “knows” the key
K.
In this model words of bit strings, keys and encryptions,
such as K1 ||{M ||{K1 }K2 }K1 , are considered. Each word
called expression can be simpliﬁed by decryption. E.g. the
above expression can be simpliﬁed by obtaining K1 from
it and decrypting {M ||{K1 }K2 }K1 by K1 . The process of
the simpliﬁcation is called entailment. Two expressions are
called equivalent if their entailed forms have essentially the
same pattern.
The Dolev-Yao model is related to KDM security because
“self-encryption,” e.g., {K}K can be symbolically described
in this model.
The result of Abadi and Rogaway [1] (improved by [11, 3,
7]) shows the following facts:

The scheme of Malkin, Teranishi, and Yung [30], called
d-Cascaded Paillier ElGamal, is computed recursively as follows: Let N be an RSA modulus and s ≥ 2 be a natural
number. First, a “Paillier ElGamal” encryption (e0 , c0 ) =
(u0 −1 , T M v0 ) mod N s of a message M is computed, where
T = 1 + N and (u0 , v0 ) ← (g r0 , hr0 ). Next, the left component ei of the ciphertext is encrypted by “Paillier ElGamal”
encryption and (ei+1 , ci+1 ) = (ui+1 −1 , ei vi+1 ) is obtained
for i = 1, . . . , d − 1, where (ui+1 , vi+1 ) ← (g ri+1 , hri+1 ). We
ﬁnally let cd+1 be ed .
The d-cascaded Paillier ElGamal encryption of message
M is the tuple
C = (cd+1 , cd , cd−1 , . . . , c0 )
= (ud −1 , ud−1 −1 vd , ud−2 −1 vd−1 , . . . , T M v0 ) mod N s .
The details of the scheme are as follows: Bellow, we assume that N which is a product of two safe primes and
g ∈ {u2N mod N s | u ∈ ZN } are public. We will let T
denote 1 + N .

Theorem 2. (Soundness Theorem, informal) Let Π =
(Kg, Enc, Dec) be a public key encryption scheme which is
KDM secure w.r.t. any functions. Then, if two expressions
X and Y are equivalent, [|X|]Π and [|Y |]Π are indistinguishable. Here [|X|]Π is a bit-string which is obtained by replacing {·}· in X with Enc(·, ·).

$

• Kg(prm) : Select sk ← x ← [2ξ · N/4] randomly,
compute pk ← h ← g x mod N s , and output (pk, sk).
$

• Encprm (pk, M ) for M ∈ ZN s−1 : Select r0 , . . . , rd ←
[ N/4] randomly, compute the following c0 , . . . , cd+1
and output C ← (cd+1 , . . . , c0 ).
8 M r
modN s if j = 0
< T h0
cj ←
g −rj−1 hrj modN s if j ∈ {1, . . . , d}
: −rd
g
modN s if j = d + 1.

Backes, Pﬁtzmann, and Scedrov [7] generalized the above
soundness theorem to the case of active attacks. Speciﬁcally, they formalized a notion “KDM security with corruption” called this notion DKEM security, and showed that the
soundness theorem of (BRSIM)/UC [34] holds under DKEM
security.

5.2 Fully Homomorphic Encryption
• Decprm (sk, C) : Parse C as (cd+1 , . . . , c0 ) and compute
and output the following M :
M ← L(c0 c1 x · · · cd+1 x

d+1

Recall that a fully homomorphic encryption is an encryption scheme such that Enc(pk, f (M )) can be computed from
Enc(pk, M ) for any polynomial size circuit f .
In a seminal work [20], Gentry succeeded in proposing a
leveled fully homomorphic encryption scheme. His scheme
uses as a component a leveled scheme, leveled in the sense
that the encryption algorithm Enc depends on a parameter d
and a homomorphic operation can be applied to a ciphertext
only when the size of f is smaller than d (and the ciphertext is computed using d). Speciﬁcally, Enc(0) (f (M )) can be
computed from f with size ≤ d and Enc(d) (M ). That is,

mod N s ).

where L is the function such that for all M ∈ ZN s−1 ,
L(T M ) = M mod N s−1 .
Their scheme is KDM secure w.r.t. SLP (i.e., straight line
program) computable polynomial f with degree ≤ d modulo N s . The idea behind the proof is as follows: Let f (x)
be a polynomial with degree d (which is a special case of a
SLP computable function). Based on the technique of [14],
they showed that (g −r , T f (x) hr ) is indistinguishable from

(T f (x) g −r , T b hr ), where f (s) = f  (s)s + b. Now the right
term is independent of the secret key, and the left term does

(f, Enc(d) (pk, M )) → Enc(0) (pk, f (M )).
The scheme is constructed as follows. First, an encryption
scheme (Kg , Enc , Dec ) is constructed such that Enc (pki+1 ,
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They ﬁnally showed that there existed an encryption scheme
which was IND-R but is not 2-circular. Hence the set of all
weak PRF is not k-agile for any k ≥ 2 (or this set is empty).

f (M )) can be computed from f whose size is bounded by
small constant, Enc (pki , M ) and Enc (pki+1 , ski ). That is,
(f, Enc (pki , M ), Enc (pki+1 , ski )) → Enc (pki+1 , f (M )).
(1)

5.5 Relationship with Point Obfuscation
An algorithm O is called (multi-bit) point obfuscator if it
satisﬁes the following two properties:

Here i is an integer and (pki , ski ) and (pki+1 , ski+1 ) are key
pairs generated by Kg (1κ ).
Second, the public key pk of the scheme is allowed to
be (pki , Enc(pki , ski−1 ))i∈[d] , where (pki , ski ) is a key pair
generated by Kg (1κ ). Gentry then let

• One can compute M easily from O(K, M ) and “key”
K.
• One cannot compute M from O(K, M ) if she does not
know K.

Enc(d) (pk, M ) := Enc (pkd , M ).
The leveled fully homomorphic property of his scheme can
be achieved by applying equation (1) above d times.
Gentry then points out that KDM security can be used
to achieve the full non-leveled construction of a fully homomorphic encryption: Indeed, the above scheme achieves nonleveled fully homomorphic property if it holds that (pki , ski ) =
(pki+1 , ski+1 ). The KDM security ensures the secrecy of ski
in a ciphertext Enc (pki+1 , ski ) even if (pki , ski ) = (pki+1 ,
ski+1 ).

Canetti, Kalai, Varia, and Wichs [18] showed that O was
point obfuscator iﬀ the following symmetric key encryption
scheme was CPA secure for weak key K:
Enc(K, M ) = O(K, M )
They also showed that the above theorem hold even if M
was related to K, when we replace “CPA” with “KDM”.

6. OTHER WORKS

5.3 Anonymous Credential System

6.1 Impossibility Results

An Anonymous Credential System is a system in which
a user can obtain a credential from organizations and can
prove the possession of these credentials anonymously.
Speciﬁcally, each user has k keys pairs (pki , ski ) (or “credentials”) representing notions like a driver licence or a passport, and can prove the possession of credentials by executing zero-knowledge proofs.
To discourage delegation of credentials, we make the user
publish “circular” encryption

Haitner and Holenstein [25] showed an impossibility results about KDM security. To this end they deﬁned two
notions whose intuitive meanings are as following.
• A cryptographic game is a polynomial time algorithm
which takes a security parameter as an input, interacts
with a polynomial time adversary, and outputs 1 or 0.
An example of a cryptographic game is the game of
DDH.

Enc(pk1 , sk2 ), Enc(pk2 , sk3 ), . . . , Enc(pkn , sk1 ).

• A strongly black-box reduction from KDM security w.r.t.
F to a cryptographic game is a polynomial time reduction which uses an adversary for KDM security and
queries of the adversary as black-boxes.

Then the user is in an “all-or-nothing” situation where he
has to reveal all secret keys if he wants to delegate only one
of them! For the above publication the encryption scheme
Enc should be KDM secure.

The ﬁrst impossibility result of Haitner and Holenstein
[25] is:

5.4 Relationship with Agility
We call a function ensemble E k-agile w.r.t. weak PRF
(Pseudo Random Function) if any adaptively selected kelement F1 , . . . , Fk of E is weak PRF even if the components
use the same key K. Here a polynomial time computable deterministic function F is called weak PRF if (F (x1 ), F (x2 ), · · · )
is indistinguishable from random when x1 , x2 , . . . are selected randomly.
Acar, Belenkiy, Bellare, and Cash [2] showed by using
KDM security that the set of all weak PRF is not k-agile for
any k ≥ 2 (or this set is empty).
This fact was proved by contradiction as follows. From
the assumption, there exists weak PRF f . For a public key
(or secret key) encryption scheme Π = (Kg, Enc, Dec), key
K̄ = (L, K1 , K2 ), and an input x, let

Theorem 3. (informal) There exists no strongly blackbox reduction from KDM security of a public key encryption
w.r.t. all functions to any cryptographic game.
Note that the above result is strengthened by [8].
The second impossibility result of [25] is formalized using
the following notion [36]:
• A fully black-box reduction from KDM security w.r.t. F
to a one way permutation that consists of the following
two algorithms:
– A polynomial time algorithm which takes a description of a one way permutation f and outputs
a description of a public key encryption Πf .
– A polynomial time reduction from KDM security
of Πf w.r.t. F to one way permutation f such
that the reduction uses f and an adversary for
KDM security as black-boxes.

(1)

FK̄ (x) := Enc(K1 , K2 ; fL (x))
(2)
FK̄ (x) := Enc(K2 , K1 ; fL (x)).
Then they showed that, if {F (1) , F (2) } are 2-agile, assuming IND-R (“Indistinguishable from random”) security for Π
implies the following property (2-circularity):

Theorem 4. (informal) There exists no fully black-box
reduction from KDM security w.r.t. all functions to a one
way permutation.

(Enc(K1 , K2 ), Enc(K2 , K1 ))  (Rand1 , Rand2 )
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• Dec(K, C) : Parse C as (R, C  ). Compute and output

6.2 CPA Does Not Imply KDM
Known CPA secure scheme may remain secure even if one
encrypts secret keys. A natural question [12] is whether
CPA security implies KDM security. Green and Hohenberger [23] gave a counter example to this. Speciﬁcally, they
gave an example of a CPA secure public key encryption such
that one can recover secret keys when given 2-circular encryption (Enc(pk1 , sk2 ), Enc(pk2 , sk1 )). Note that Acar, Belenkiy, Bellare, and Cash [2] also gave another counter example independently. The authors of [23] also gave a counter
example for the case of CCA secure scheme.

M ← H(K||R) ⊕ C  .
Later, Halevi and Krawczyk [26] succeeded in constructing
KDM secure scheme w.r.t. a single function in the standard
model based on PRF, (although their deﬁnition of security
is diﬀerent from ours.)
Then Applebaum, Cash, Peikert, and Sahai [5] proposed
a KDM secure scheme w.r.t. aﬃne sum of blocks of the secret key. Their scheme is constructed based on similar idea
to their public key encryption scheme and the security of
their scheme is proved under the LPN assumption (stand
for Leaning Parity with Noise) [35].

6.3 KDM Security of Other Primitives
KDM security of primitives other than public key encryption were studied, considering symmetric key encryptions
and PRFs, where KDM security is called KDI security [26]
(stand for Key Dependent Input).
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